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Abstract—Presented work deals with physical
– mechanical parameters of crushing process in
one cone inertial crusher focusing at the
dependency between crushing force and specific
deformation in the crushing chamber. Research
inside the crushing chamber processes is made
through partial factorial laboratory experiment in
cone inertial crusher type KID-300. New force
calculation principle is subjected in the paper with
schemes and few formulations, regarding the
differences in force creation process in
comparison to neglecting of that in the previous
researches. The output particle product analysis
is used to form the principle of specific
deformations in the crushing chamber. Layer
stiffness and layered crushing phenomena are
investigated through experimental review of
dependence
crushing
force
to
specific
deformations occurred in crushing chamber. The
essential focus of the work is subjected over the
mathematical model and analysis of that
dependence which form the advanced research
abilities over the crushing process physical –
mechanical parameters applied in inertial
crushing type machines.
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influence each to other, forming a breakage surfaces
in this crushing layer, so the machine do not break
just only between the surfaces of the cones. Important
influence over these phenomena is the brittleness of
the material and porosity of the layer [9] (nor the
strength) and that is first reason these machines crush
materials with high strength. Previous researchers [6]
found that layered crushing comes up in three
particular phases, investigated with a special press
which create the diagram "strain - specific pressure"
or "deformation – crushing force" in the layer.
The basic zones of the crushing chamber of one
cone inertial crusher are shown on Fig. 1.
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I.

Fig. 1. Crushing chamber of cone inertial crusher.

INTRODUCTION

Despite the fact that the theory of mineral
comminution and grinding is far beyond the
experimental development and usage of crushing
machines. Theoretical investigation of machine to
technology connection and dependences is actual.
Still at the production lines are used large and reliable
machines there is a place for investigation of relatively
small machines with not so classical principle of
operation which is targeted in this publication – one
cone inertial crusher type Mekhanobr KID-300 [10, 11,
13, 14]. Cone inertial crushers are dynamical crushing
machines operating with two moving cones and driven
by unbalanced centrifugal vibrator [10, 11, 14]. Those
machines break up material toward the principles of
squash, bending, grinding and partial impact
according to vibrating reaction with mixed of low and
high frequency coming from inner cone. Other
interesting phenomenon is the layered crushing
chamber [1, 5, 7, 8], as in cone crushers type
"Gyradisc". This phenomena occurs when both inner
and outer cones come closer and bits of material

II.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Layered crushing phases [6, 8] are describes as:
 First phase. The first phase reports the linear
dependence between strain and specific layer
pressure (or force). This is indicated with material initial
compression in crushing chamber followed by crushing
of particular bits of material, usually with maximal size
and material reorientation in accordance to decrease
material lump vacations. At the end of first phase
vacancies between lumps (bits) is removed and lumps
create force interaction each to other. Characterization
for the end of this phase is removing of empty space
(lump vacancies) and strain – specific layer pressure
diagram is approximately linear.
 Second phase. Increasing the crushing force
over that step increase the crushing process but slow
down the deformation of the layer. Thus according to
distribution of crushing force over more lumps (no
vacancies). This create fine fractions which fill in the
minimal vacations between lumps and increase layer
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resistance. The second phase corresponds with
curvilinear strain – specific layer pressure diagram.
Characteristic of this phase are volumetrically crushing
of material. Sieve analysis shows clearly downsizing
fractions. At the end of this phase in crushing
chambers layers form zones with highly compacted
fine fractions which carry the crushing force without
breakage.
 Third phase. Far more increasing the crushing
force will press the compacted zones resulting with
minimal increasing of deformation and minimal
crushing ratio of material. The strain – specific layer
pressure diagram is approximately linear but
expressively steep. Force usage and energy usage in
this third phase is prior for pressing, material piece
friction and fine fraction compacting, so efficiency of
this phase is minimal resulting in loose of energy an
mechanical overload of crusher. Therefore this phase
should be minimal.
Layered crushing phases are shown on Fig. 2.

III. CRUSHING FORCE CALCULATION PRINCIPLE
The planar layout of forces acting over the inner
cone [1, 3] is presented in Fig. 3. Calculation of
crushing force Fcr (N), according to Fig. 3 respecting
the inner cone force Fic (N), force created by
unbalanced centrifugal vibrator Fucv (N) and
geometrical parameters of crusher is:

(1)
where: l (m) – distance between spherical bearing
center and rotation plane of vibrator mass center; l1
(m) – X distance between crushing force application
point and center of spherical bearing; l2 (m) – Z
distance between crushing force application point and
center of spherical bearing; l3 (m) – Z distance
between inner cone force (mass center of inner cone)
and center of spherical bearing; γ (deg) – cone
generant (side) angle.
Fic (N) – inner cone force, which is calculated by:
(2)
where: vic – coefficient rendering force loose [3, 4, 5];
mic (kg) – inner cone mass; e1 (m) – eccentricity
(distance) from precession axis of inner cone to its
mass center; ωicp (rad/s) – angular speed of inner cone
precession.
Fucv (N) – unbalance centrifugal vibrator force,
which is calculated by:
(3)
where: vucv – coefficient rendering force loose [3, 4, 5];
mcv (kg) – centrifugal vibrator mass; e (m) –
eccentricity (distance) from rotation axis of centrifugal
vibrator to its mass center; ωcv (rad/s) – angular speed
of centrifugal vibrator.
IV. DEFORMATION CALCULATION PRINCIPLE
Material deformation (deformation of the layer) Δl
(mm) can be calculated by:

(4)
where: b (mm) – static discharge opening width; h
(mm) – mean value of material layer width.
Material layer stiffness is calculated by:

(5)
Fig. 2. Visualization of layered crushing phases (I – the material
is compression; II – the material is compacted and crushed; III –
the crushed material is again compacted).
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Fig. 3. Crushing force calculation scheme.

V. EXPERIMENTAL BACKGROUND
Research is made in laboratory of "Granulometric
preparation of raw materials" in University of Mining
and Geology "St. Ivan Rilski" – Sofia with cone inertial
crusher type KID-300 [13, 14] using washed, sieved
and dried river gravel (mix of basalt, quartz, granite
and sandstone). The experiment is fractional four
factor with forty test realizations using the factors as
follows:

acting on it (crushing force), which is layer stiffness
graphical representation. The three distinguish lines
are formed according to different static discharge
opening width. Layer stiffness depends from
deformations in the layer and from initial layer
absolute width (b/2) which distinguish lines
systematized in three groups for b=4, 6 and 8 mm.
F cr (N)
160000
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 angular speed of centrifugal vibrator – ωcv
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(kg∙m);
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average size of input material – Di (mm);
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100000
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80000
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60000
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These factors and experimental data formulate the
crushing force, material layer deformation, stiffness
and etc.
Output material is sieved and analyzed [2] with
respect for mean (output average diameter) value of
particle diameter doa (mm) in each test realization.
Analysis of the crushing process here follows
particular idealization which equals the material output
average diameter doa (mm) with mean value of
compressed material layer width h (mm). Table 1
present result from particle analysis doa (mm), force
Fcr (N) calculated according to (1), (2) and (3), layer
deformations Δl (mm) according to (4) and layer
stiffness cl (kN/m) according to (5) for each of the test
realization. Experimental and calculated values
(shown in table 1) give the diagrams of (shown on Fig.
4) dependence between layer deformation and force
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Fig. 4. Diagram of "deformation – crushing force" (layer
stiffness) for experimental work with KID-300.

VI. RESEARCH MODELING OF LAYER STIFFNESS
Based on experimental data obtained from forty
working regime test realizations with KID-300 are
composed regression mathematical models to study
the characteristics (theoretical and experimental) of
layer stiffness. The models are made and researched
with the computer program for statistical analysis
STATGRAPHICS Centurion XV [15]. The best
regression characteristics of layer stiffness are
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obtained for logarithmic function and power grade
function without included constant.
According to the experimental data (table 1 and
Fig. 4) the force to deformation dependence is
approximated with smooth mathematical functions.
Approximations are made with different functions:
 At Fig. 5 is shown approximation in absolute
units (mm, N) with logarithmic function of type:
(6)
where A in this case is a coefficient depending on the
value of static discharge opening width value b (mm)
for logarithmic interpolation law.

where A in this case is a coefficient depending on the
value of static discharge opening width value b (mm)
for biquadratic root interpolation law.
Table 2 presents statistical parameters of
approximation functions noted above. A few developed
variants lead to the models with improved statistical
2
parameters – coefficient of multiple determination (R )
over 95 %, a good values about model F-Ratio and
model acceptance P-Values bellow 0.05 (5 %) –
shown in following table. The table 2 also presents
value comparison between logarithmic law (models
№1, №2 and №3), and biquadratic root law (models
№4, №5 and №6).
TABLE II. APPROXIMATION FUNCTIONS PARAMETERS

Dl = A ∙ln2(F cr )

F cr (N)
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Fig. 5. Approximation function with logarithmic law (shown with
lines) – models №1, №2 and №3 (table 1) and experimental data
(dots).

 At Fig. 6 is shown approximation in absolute
units (mm, N) with power grade function (biquadratic
root) of type:

According to Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 and table 2 can be
reached the conclusion that good approximations with
logarithmic and power models without initial constants
in the model can be used in mathematical explanation
of the layer stiffness. The coefficients of multiple
determination are over 95 % which is a very good
criteria for complicated engineering systems. P-Values
of the models are below 0.05 and F-Ratios for all
models are over hundred or few hundreds. All this
statistical values lead, that such kinds of
approximations are good for practical usage and
experimental validation. Regression models with
biquadratic root law have better parameters compared
with logarithmic models (table 2) and type of the
equation (7) is more convenient for practical use.
VII. LAYERING CRUSHING PHASES AND LIMITATIONS

(7)
Dl =A ∙(F cr )0.25

F cr (N)
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Mathematical functions are easily researched in
relatively units described bellow:
Relatively crushing force:

Relative crushing force Fcr(%) (%) is calculated like
a ratio between crushing force (determined by (1)) of
current test realization and maximal crushing force for
all test realization of the experiment:
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(8)
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The values from this calculation are represented in
table 1.
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Fig. 6. Approximation function with biquadratic root law (shown
with lines) – models №4, №5 and №6 (table 1) and experimental
data (dots).

Relatively crushing force:

Relative layer deformation is described like a ratio
between layer deformation (determined by (4)) of
current test realization and maximal theoretical layer
deformation for all test realization of the experiment:
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(9)
Maximal theoretical layer deformation according
(4) is equal to the half of the maximum static discharge
max
opening width (b=8 mm; h=0 mm; Δl =4 mm). The
values from this calculation are represented in table 1.
Graphical representations of the models in relative
units (№7, №8 and №9) at b=4, 6 and 8 mm are
shown on Fig. 7. These models have the same
mathematical functions as models №4, №5 and №6
and their parameters are presented in table 2.
Dl =A ∙(F cr )0.25

F cr (% )
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85

approximation
between
points
forming
law
dependence (deformation – crushing force) and linear
approximation with level of subjective acceptance here
2
R >99 %. For first layer crushing phase it is started
from first point of the curve and for the third layer
crushing phase it is started from last point of the curve
and going backwards. Research from these
representation shows that limits between crushing
phases can be described as:
 Limit between first and second
respectively Fcr(%)=2.64 % or Fcr(N)=4168.2 N.

phase

 Limit between second and third phase
respectively Fcr(%)=35.52 % or Fcr(N)=56081.2 N.
Results (in absolute units) are shown in Fig. 8 with
phase limitation borders.
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Fig. 7. Relative (units) "deformation –
dependences for biquadratic law approximation.
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The linear or near linear parts in deformation –
crushing force dependence are calculated as function
derivative. It is investigated the value of tangent angle
α (deg) to the abscissa coordinate (the first derivative
of main function Fcr=f(Δl). The equation of the
researched function is:
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Fig. 8. "Subjective" phase limits for layer crushing.

In table 4 are presented the values for deformation
of the layer respectively to the limits of crushing force
and average angle αav in linear areas (the first and
third phase).

(10)

TABLE IV. PHASE LIMITS VALUES

(11)

B.

And as it is described the first derivative is:

Relative approximation curves are researched in
one hundred points (from 1 to 100 %) in which points
are calculated tangent angle α (deg). The table 3
represents results with step 5 %.
So the crushing process is a physical process in
functional view it is very good to find a smooth and
continuous mathematical function to represent the
approximation of the process. The problem came with
a phase limitation borders and their determination.
That is done in two ways:
A.

Functional Linearity Description

As far as it is found the mathematical
representation with good statistical acceptance
parameters (Fig. 6 and table 2) it can be described
curvature functional representation for chosen
mathematical law [12, 16]. The signed radius of
curvature can be calculated with well known
mathematical expression:

(12)
Which resulting in a function of following type:

Subjective Linearity Acceptance

Phase’s limits acceptance are made through a
hypothesis of phase (stage) linearity. Starting from first
point and going further it is calculated the linearity

(13)
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where i=1, 2 and 3 are indexes depending on the
value of static discharge opening width value b (mm);
Bik are coefficients of used approximation function.
Those curvature radiuses is represented on Fig. 9
with central line which represents the horizontal
coordinate of the minimal radius value shown in same
color as main diagram of curvature radius. Connection
of minimal values is shown with dashed magenta line.

Fig. 10.
Diagram "deformation – crushing force"
dependence in relative units (% – %) with phase limits for: b=4 mm
(blue); b=6 mm (red); b=8 mm (green).

Fig. 9. Curvature radius of main curve "deformation – crushing
force" dependence radius of curvature for: b=4 mm (blue); b=6 mm
(red); b=8 mm (green).

Coordinates and parameters of those minimal
values are shown in table 5.
TABLE V. CURVATURE RADIUS – COORDINATES OF
VALUES, LEFT AND RIGHT LIMITS FOR CURVATURE

MINIMAL

Fig. 11.
Diagram "deformation – crushing force"
dependence in absolute units (N – mm) with phase limits for: b=4
mm (blue); b=6 mm (red); b=8 mm (green).

It is clearly seen on the Fig. 9 that the minimal
value does not divide the curvature diagram in
symmetrical sections which means that the radius of
curvature is not symmetrical around its minimum
value. It is calculated that angular sectors between the
minimal radius values and coordinate zero is one and
the same for all curves respecting of static discharge
opening width and that is used to incline the left and
right limit of radius growth as it is shown on Fig. 9 and
table 5.
Curvature radius could be used for linearity
measurement if it is described the curvature radius
value over which the dependence "deformation –
crushing force" can be accepted as linear. Here in this
calculation (table 5) it is used a value that is five times
over the minimal value. If it accepted assumption the
values below the left limit and over the right limit will
have a curvature radius that the determine nearly
linear section, so the acceptance of linearity will be
easier.
Resulting diagram for "deformation – crushing
force" with phase limitations in relative units (% – %)
are shown in Fig. 10. On Fig. 11 is shown the
recalculated diagram "deformation – crushing force" in
absolute units (N – mm).

According to this calculation way it is tried to
analyze the exponential “deformation – crushing force”
approximation dependence but unfortunately it is
realized that this type of function is without a left
asymptote and the left curvature radius is limed to
some value, so the acceptance of stage linearity is
contingent and not well determined.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
There is described the methodic of calculation and
investigation of crushing force to layer deformation
dependence for a physical crushing machine – one
cone inertial crusher. The experimental data is used
for mathematical approximation of this dependence.
Mathematical interpolation functions are developed
and used for analysis of layer deformation to crushing
force dependences and phase separation. The
authors’ opinion about preference of mathematical
interpolation with polynomial function is acquittal
through a curvature radius study.
A phase limitations in layer crushing dependence
could be investigated and researched with methods
described upwards. The functions choice for
interpolation is an object of discussion realizing there
is a step forward to accept or reject some of functions
type.
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IX. FUTURE W ORK
Authors work in methods of precise experimental
detection for crushing force and relative movement
between the crushing cones. Changing of design plan
and experimental setting will close up the experimental
points
and
improve
the
interpolation
and
approximation, which will help in layer phases
investigation.
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APPENDIX
TABLE I. THEORETICAL RESULTS AND EXPERIMENTAL DATA
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TABLE III. CALCULATION DISCRETE POINTS FOR BIQUADRATIC LAW AND IT’S TANGENT ANGLE VALUES
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